Unbiased vs. biased approaches to the identification of cancer signatures: the case of lung cancer.
Expression profiling analysis of human cancers is a promising approach to obtain precise molecular classification of cancers, to develop stratification tools for therapeutic regimens, and to predict the biological behavior of neoplasia. Direct profiling of human cancers (herein defined as "the unbiased approach") presents, however, intrinsic problems connected with the high genetic noise embedded in the system. This, in turn, leads to fitting of the noise in the data (the so-called "overtraining") with consequent instability of the identified signatures, when applied on different cohorts of patients. To circumvent these problems, "biased approaches" - which exploit the molecular knowledge of cancer obtained in model systems - are being developed. Biased approaches, however, are not problem-free, in that they provide information limited to single oncogenic events, thereby failing, at least in principle, to capture the complex repertoire of alterations of human cancers. In this review, we compare the two approaches and provide a test case, from our studies, of how "integrated" strategies, which combine biased and unbiased approaches, might lead to the identification of stable and reliable predictive signatures in cancer.